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BaSn2 has been shown to form as layers of buckled stanene intercalated by barium ions. However,
despite an apparently straightforward synthesis and significant interest in stanene as a topological
material, BaSn2 has been left largely unexplored, and has only recently been recognized as a potential
topological insulator. Belonging to neither the lead nor bismuth chalcogenide families, it would
represent a unique manifestation of the topological insulating phase. Here we present a detailed
investigation of BaSn2, using both ab initio and experimental methods. First-principles calculations
demonstrate that this overlooked material is a indeed strong, wide-gap topological insulator with a
bulk band gap of 200meV. We characterize the surface state dependence on termination chemistry,
providing guidance for experimental efforts to measure and manipulate its topological properties.
Additionally, through ab initio modeling and synthesis experiments we explore the stability and
accessibility of this phase, revealing a complicated phase diagram that indicates a challenging path
to obtaining single crystals.

I. INTRODUCTION

The prediction1–3 and realization4–6 of topological in-
sulators – materials with an insulating bulk and robust,
metallic surface states – a decade ago set off an explo-
sion of interest in topological phases of matter7–12. Since
then, new insulating, semimetallic, and metallic phases
with nontrivial topology have been proposed and inves-
tigated13–31. However, the majority of these efforts has
been theoretical. In the case of 3D topological insula-
tors, only a few families of compounds – all of which
are lead and/or bismuth chalcogenides – with substantial
band gaps have been synthesized and experimentally ver-
ified6,32–34, and of those only bismuth selenide has been
widely studied. Bi2Se3 appears ideal in theory: it is a
simple, binary compound that is easily grown and has
a band gap of about 300meV. However, it is plagued
by defects that render the bulk conductive, preventing
straightforward utilization and investigation of surface
states10,35–37. While these can be ameliorated in princi-
ple by careful alloying, implementation of this strategy
is still ongoing38–40. Significant progress remains to be
made for topological insulators to be technologically vi-
able.

It is therefore highly advantageous to expand the port-
folio of viable compounds. Here we present a new wide-

gap topological insulator, a binary compound that is not
a lead or bismuth chalcogenide: BaSn2. Little is known
about barium stannide; the published phase diagram for
Ba-Sn is incomplete and does not contain information
about the stability of binary phases near the BaSn2 com-
position at high temperatures41. The only reported ob-
servation of the the compound indicates that it forms
from the elements under typical synthesis conditions for
Sn-based materials and that it crystallizes in the EuGe2-
type hexagonal structure comprising corrugated Sn layers
(Fig. 1)42. Our recent density functional theory (DFT)
investigation of metal distannides showed that a fully
connected 3D Sn framework expected to be stable in
NaSn2 is effectively broken up by the large Ba atoms into
a stacking layers of buckled stanene–itself a two dimen-
sional topological insulator43–45–in BaSn2

? . Preliminary
calculations of the bulk band structure and Z2 invari-
ants revealed a potential for BaSn2 to display topologi-
cally non-trivial behavior46? . Our present DFT calcula-
tions with more accurate treatment of the excited states
demonstrate that the material is indeed a strong topo-
logical insulator and predict a bulk band gap of 200meV,
which is exceeded by only a few observed topological in-
sulators10,31. We characterize the electronic structure,
including the surface states and their variation with sur-
face chemistry. Additionally, we explore the surrounding
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space of the phase diagram experimentally and computa-
tionally to reveal synthesis conditions promoting forma-
tion of BaSn2 for future investigation of the compound’s
topological properties. We establish BaSn2 to be a low-
temperature phase that does not grow directly from liq-
uid flux.

II. METHODS

Band structure and surface calculations were per-
formed using QUANTUM ESPRESSO, using PBE47 and
the HSE48 hybrid functional, the latter of which has been
demonstrated to offer significantly improved descriptions
of semiconductors49. Bulk calculations were done on a
8 × 8 × 6 k-point grid; the q-point grid for the exact
exchange was 8 × 8 × 6 as well. Calculations for slabs
of eleven BaSn2 layers were performed at the level of
PBE on 8 × 8 k-point grids with at least 10Å of vac-
cuum. In all cases, the energy cutoff was 50Ry. HSE
band structures were obtained using Wannier interpola-
tion via Wannier9050. The stability analysis was carried
out with VASP? ? at the level of PBE, using the projec-
tor augmented wave method? and a 500 eV cut-off. Fine
meshes were used to ensure numerical convergence of rel-
ative energies to within 1-2 meV/atom. Vibrational con-
tributions to free energy at elevated temperatures were
found with the frozen phonon method as implemented in
PHON? . As in our previous study of metal stannides? ,
we considered a set of known structures in this and re-
lated M -Sn binaries at the ambient pressure and carried
out unconstrained evolutionary searches at select com-
positions using MAISE package? .Structure images were
created using VESTA51. For the single crystal growth,
high purity (> 99.9%) Ba and Sn were packed in a three
cap Ta-crucible as described elsewhere52, which was then
sealed in a silica ampule in partial pressure of Argon and
heated up to 950◦ C followed by slow cooling down to
680◦ C, where they were spun in a centrifuge.

III. ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE

A. Bulk

BaSn2 comprises alternating layers of tin atoms, ar-
ranged in a stanene-like buckled-honeycomb lattice43,44,
and barium atoms, set above/below the center of each
plaquette of the tin layer. The lattice parameters ob-
tained at the level of PBE are a = 4.670Å, c = 5.450Å,
in good agreement with experimental values and prior
calculations42? (Table III A). The height of the tin layer
is 1.15Å.

Fig. 2 shows the band structures computed with both
PBE and HSE functionals. It was shown previously?

that the density of states near the band edge resides pri-
marily in the covalent tin networks in each layer, so that
the large barium atoms serve to control and mediate the

FIG. 1. BaSn2 is composed of alternating layers of tin and
barium. The tin layer forms a buckled honeycomb lattice,
essentially forming stanene. Barium forms a flat triangular
network, with barium atoms vertically aligned with the hol-
lows of the stanene plaquettes.

a(Å) c(Å) z(Å)
Experiment42 4.652 5.546 1.14
Experiment (this work) 4.655 5.515 -
QE (PBE) 4.670 5.450 1.15
VASP (PBE) 4.760 5.613 1.17

TABLE I. The BaSn2 lattice constants and tin layer height de-
termined in previous experiments, the experiments described
in this work, and the DFT calculations described in this work.

weak but significant interlayer interactions evinced by
the band structure. With PBE, the band gap is indirect
and almost exactly zero, with the conduction band at M
falling to the Fermi energy. A topological band inversion,
confirmed by calculation of the Z2 invariant using parity
eigenvalues? , is apparent at A=(0, 0, π), where pockets
appear in the both the valence and conduction bands.
Inversion at A rather than Γ is unique; all other verified
strong 3D topological insulators invert at Γ. Away from
A the direct gap closes as well. The HSE calculation re-
veals a significantly improved situation. The conduction
band at M is shifted well-clear of the Fermi energy, so
that the material is now an insulator. Furthermore, the
direct gap increases to approximately 200meV near A.

At the point of inversion A, the band structure appears
to exhibit the characteristic signature of inversion, where
the effective masses of the HOMO and LUMO bands
change sign. However, more careful analysis reveals that
these are not the relevant inverted bands. The parity
eigenvalues, computed for inversion about the center of
the stanene plaquette, of the HOMO and LUMO are both
negative at A, indicating that this inversion is not the
topological one. The next even-parity band sits approx-
imately 1eV above the Fermi level; it is this band that
exchanges ordering with the HOMO at A. This is rein-
forced by inspecting the wavefunctions directly at Γ and
A (Fig. 3); we see that the indicated valence(conduction)
band at Γ possesses the similar orbital character as the
marked conduction(valence) band at A. We note that
the valence band at Γ and the conduction band at A are
both dominated by pz-like tin orbitals; however, while
at Γ these are allowed to have electron density in the
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 2. (a) The bulk bandstructure of BaSn2 computed using
the PBE functional. The topological band inversion is seen to
occur at A=(0,0,π), with spin-orbit splitting opening a gap of
∼200meV along A-H. However, the conduction band at M sits
at the same energy as the HOMO maximum near A. Further-
more, the direct gap near A actually closes away from of the
high-symmetry line at k = 2π(0.12,0.00,0.69) (b) The bulk
bandstructure computed with the HSE hybrid functional.
The major effect of the inclusion of exact exchange is to widen
the gap at M moving the conduction band clear of the Fermi
energy. Additionally, the band gap is increased to ∼200meV
and occurs as a direct gap at k = 2π(0.10,−0.02,0.59)

barium layer, this is symmetry forbidden at A, where
both the conduction and valence states indicate effec-
tively isolated stanene layers. This suggests that we can
understand the topological insulating state in BaSn2 as
originating from the interactions between stanene lay-
ers: the relevant bands in isolated stanene are inverted
at Γ of the 2D Brillouin zone, making it a quantum spin
hall insulator. A 3D system of widely separated, non-
interacting layers will thus have the band inversions at
Γ and A. Then, if the barium and additional tin layers

FIG. 3. In the center, the band structure along the line from
Γ to A is shown, with parity eigenvalues at the end points
marked in blue (+1) and green (−1). On either side, the
wavefunctions are shown for the bands that invert, and the
bands are colored according to their projection (in the Wan-
nier basis) onto the conduction and valence bands at Γ. This
makes it clear that these are the bands that have inverted; the
orbital character of the marked valence (conduction) band at
A is qualitatively the same as that of the conduction (valence)
band at Γ.

are brought into proximity, the interlayer interaction un-
inverts the bands at Γ, but is forbidden to do so at A,
resulting in a single band inversion in the 3D system and
a strong topological index.

B. Surface

A direct consequence of the band inversion that occurs
in the bulk is the appearance of metallic states localized
to the interface between the topological insulator and a
trivial insulator (such as vacuum). They take the form
of a Dirac cone pinned to a time-reversal invariant mo-
mentum that cannot be gapped without breaking time-
reversal symmetry or closing the bulk gap. However,
while the existence of these states is guaranteed, their de-
tailed characteristics depend on the surface structure and
chemistry. Unlike Bi2Se3

6, and similar to TlBiSe2
33,53,

BaSn2’s layers do not form weakly-interacting, quasi-
independent units that suggest a natural cleavage plane.
The barium and tin layers have nominal charges of +2
and −2, respectively; no simple cut will avoid uncom-
pensated charge. Surface termination will thus strongly
impact the surface states, as the chemical environment
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FIG. 4. Comparison of band structures for 50 layer slabs
computed using the Wannier tight-binding model generated
from (a) PBE and (b) HSE functionals. The effect of HSE
on the surface states is to increase the splitting between the
conduction and valence bands, and lift the degeneracy at Γ
in energy, nearly into the bulk gap. Purple intensity denotes
contribution of the Wannier functions localized to the top-
and bottommost layers.

of the surface layers are modified by the disruption of the
bulk. Furthermore, real surfaces are complicated and en-
vironment dependent, even in the relatively simple case of
bismuth selenide54–57. However, this also allows for the
possibility of deliberate manipulation. In conventional
semiconductors, surfaces are often passivated by adsorp-
tion of additional species or formation of interfaces58. In
topological insulators, it has been suggested that surface
states can also be controlled using adsorbates59 and het-
erogeneous surface layers60. Understanding the surface
states of BaSn2 will therefore require special considera-
tion of the impact of chemical environment.

First, we compute the surface states using the tight-
binding model, for which terminating the surfaces is
straightforward, generated using the Wannier functions
computed for the bulk. We compare the PBE and HSE
cases here as well. In Fig. 4 the surfaces of 50 layer slabs
are shown for both levels of theory. Ideally, well-defined
Dirac cones would appear in the bulk gap at an energy
uncrossed by other bands. In the present case, the topo-
logically required surface states are clearly visible near Γ
and appear well-confined to the surface. However, they
are afflicted by two issues. First, there is weak splitting
of the valence and conduction surface bands away from Γ,

so that the Dirac cones are only just identifiable as such.
Second, the bands experience significant dispersion, driv-
ing them below the bulk gap, leaving the degeneracy at
Γ below the surface valence band maximum, as occurs
at the surface of Bi2Te3

61. Both of these effects are sub-
stantially less severe in the model derived from the HSE
calculations.

To investigate the impact of a real surface on the Dirac-
cone surface states, we compute and examine the elec-
tronic structure of slabs with three simple terminations
representing different chemical environments, shown in
Fig. 5. In the first case, we consider termination at
the barium layer. To avoid doping the system, either
half-filling of the surface sites or substitution with an al-
kali metal, as has been proposed in MgB2

62, is required.
Calculations of both produce similar results; we present
the latter, using potassium in place of barium, for ease
of comparison. The resulting surface states are of very
poor quality, magnifying the problems observed using the
model surface. The surface states well within the va-
lence bulk, and there is almost no splitting of the surface
valence and conduction bands. In the second case, we
consider a full-layer barium termination passivated by
chlorine. The surface states are much improved, appear-
ing very similar to the model calculation. We note that
oxygen, as part of an oxide layer or hydroxide ion, may
be expected to provided a similar chemical environment.
Finally, we terminate with a stanene layer, passivated by
a layer of thallium. This raises the degeneracy at Γ into
the conduction band, so that it is only slightly below the
maximum of the surface valence band. The splitting of
the surface bands is quite large as well. Supposing that
the impact of the HSE functional observed in the model
calculation represents physics that will also apply in the
present cases, we consider it highly plausible that the
true surface state can, in principle, be made to lie in the
bulk gap at a Fermi energy uncrossed by states elsewhere
in the Brillouin zone.

The above progression can be understood by consid-
ering the impact of outer-shell, non-bonding electrons in
the vicinity of the topmost stanene layer. Thallium has a
shallow, filled s-orbital that significantly raises the energy
of the proximal tin states. Chlorine has a weaker impact,
sitting above the barium layer, mimicking the effect of
the tin that occupies the corresponding site in the bulk,
and explaining the similarity between its resulting surface
bands and those from the model. Pure barium, however,
has no shallow filled states, resulting in tin states lying
very low in energy. This suggests that the best results
are likely to be obtained for stanene-terminated surfaces
or interfaces including electron-rich species. We stress
that these calculations are primarily to demonstrate the
variation possible in surface state quality depending on
termination and surface treatment; identifying and opti-
mizing realistic surface chemistries will require the inves-
tigation, both theoretically and experimentally, of signif-
icantly more configurations in terms of both composition
and structure.
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(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 5. PBE band structures for three different terminating compositions. (a) Barium layer termination, but with potassium
substituted for barium. The resulting surface states lie deep within the valence manifold, and are nearly degenerate. (b)
Inclusion of a monolayer of chlorine above a full layer of barium raises and splits the surface bands. (c) Substituting thalium
for bismuth raises the surface bands even further, into the conduction manifold, while substantially increasing the surface band
splitting.

IV. STABILITY AND SYNTHESIS

BaSn2 was originally obtained by fusing Ba and Sn at
1120 K63? . The long annealing at 770 K needed to iso-
late BaSn2 crystals and the presence of BaSn3 byproduct
indicate unfavorable thermodynamics or kinetics govern-
ing the compound’s formation. Our following DFT anal-
ysis clarifies the thermodynamic stability of bulk BaSn2

under various (P, T ) conditions.

Formation energy results at T = 0 K and P = 0 GPa
in Fig. 6(a) are consistent with the reported observations
of (meta)stable Ba-Sn compounds at the 1:5, 1:3, 1:2,
3:5, 1:1, 3:2, 5:3, and 2:1 stoichiometries63. Consider-
ing that hP3-BaSn2 is found only 12 meV/atom below
the tie-line connecting neighboring hP8-BaSn3 and oS32-
Ba3Sn5, the compound’s stability could be easily affected
by the synthesis conditions. Based on the Gibbs energy
dependence in Fig. 6(b), hP3-BaSn2 is indeed destabi-
lized at temperatures above 550 K. In order to have the
possibility to grow single crystals out of liquid the tran-
sition temperature should be at least close to the liq-
uidus line which is, unfortunately, difficult to establish
in this case. Experimentally, the liquidus line around
this Sn-rich stoichiometry has yet to be mapped out63.
Computationally, the transition temperature estimates
in DFT approximations are prone to large systematic
errors? ? ; e.g., our local density approximation? ? cal-
culations indicate that hP3-BaSn2 is already unstable by
14 meV/atom at T = 0 K.

The conclusions of this stability analysis were sup-
ported by our crystal growth attempts. We used initial
compositions with Ba:Sn ratios of 37:63, 33:67, and 30:70.
In all cases the final product, after being cooled and spun
down, was polycrystalline Ba3Sn5(space group: Cmcm,
no.: 63)63 chunks and BaSn3 (space group: P63/mmc,
no.: 194)41,63 rod-like crystals. This demonstrates that
the published Ba-Sn phase diagram is incomplete41, as
no Ba3Sn5 phase is indicated; our results show a clear
signature of this phase towards the Ba-rich side exposed
to the Ba-Sn liquidus line. No signature of BaSn2 was ob-
served, which suggests that near the stoichiometry range
of BaSn2, this phase is not connected to the Ba-Sn liq-

uidous line. Hence, it does not seem possible to grow
BaSn2 single crystals from Ba-Sn liquid by flux method.

We next annealed BaSn3 crystals and Sn flux at 500◦ C
for 7 days, after which clear signatures of BaSn2 were ob-
served. Fig. 7 shows powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD)
for BaSn3 crysals and Sn flux before and after the anneal-
ing. The new peaks that have appeared post-annealing
at 2θ = 27.3◦, 38.7◦, 39.4◦ and 48.0◦, corresponding to
(011), (110), (102), and (201) planes of the BaSn2 phase,
respectively. This indicates that BaSn2 is a low temper-
ature phase hidden beneath BaSn3 phase and forms via
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FIG. 7. Powder XRD of BaSn3 crystals and Sn flux obtained
from Ba30Sn70 growth (black line) and powder XRD after low
temperature annealing showing appearence of BaSn2 phase
(red line).

slow low temperature decomposition of the BaSn3 phase.

A common approach to stabilizing certain phases only
marginally stable under ambient conditions is applica-
tion of hydrostatic pressure? ? . With a large mea-
sured interlayer distance of 5.515 Å, hP3-BaSn2 hap-
pens to have a relatively large volume per atom (36.4
Å3/atom) compared to the average one (32.9 Å3/atom)
for the hP8-BaSn3 and oS32-Ba3Sn5 mixture. As a re-
sult, the enthalpic PV term quickly destabilizes hP3-
BaSn2 (Fig. 6(c)). Interestingly, a new BaSn2 phase with
the Laves hP12 structure observed in the K-Sn system
becomes stable at an estimated 4.4 GPa pressure read-
ily achievable in multi-anvil cells (Fig. 8). Our phonon
calculations indicate that hP12 is dynamically stable at
both 0 and 10 GPa. The vibrational entropy contribu-
tion lowers the relative Gibbs energy of hP12 (Fig. 6(b))
and should reduce the transition pressure by ∼ 0.5 GPa
at synthesis temperatures around 600 K.

Based on this finding, an unconventional two-step
route can be suggested for obtaining the desired hP3
polymorph. If hP12 does form at high pressures and
can be quenched down to ambient conditions it might
be a more suitable starting material for producing crys-
talline hP3. Thermodynamically, the hP12 phase is
found to be at least 30 meV/atom above hP3 in the
0-800 K range at 0 GPa (Fig. 6(b)). Kinetically,
the hP12→hP3 composition-preserving transformation is
likely to have lower barriers, compared to those in the
hP8-BaSn3+oS32-Ba3Sn5→hP3-BaSn2 solid-solid reac-
tion. The desired rearrangement of the 3D Sn framework
in hP12 (Fig. 8(b)) would involve migration of the bridg-
ing Sn2 atoms into the kagome lattice comprised of the
Sn1 atoms to form the denser-packed but wider-separated
hexagonal Sn layers.

In order to check whether any other phases could
prevent the formation of hP3-BaSn2 or hP12-BaSn2 in
the discussed pressure range, we performed evolutionary
ground state structure searches at the 1:3, 1:2, 3:5 and 2:3
compositions at 10 GPa. For each unit cell size specified
in Fig. 8, we did 2-3 separate runs starting with randomly
generated structures. The populations of 10-16 members
were evolved over 25-75 generations with crossover op-
erations (70%) or mutation operations (30%)? ? . Typ-
ical enthalpy profiles in Fig. 8 illustrate good diversity
maintained in the evolved populations as similar struc-
tures are eliminated from the pools. The results indicate
that the ambient-pressure hP8-BaSn3 and oS32-Ba3Sn5

remain lowest-enthalpy structures at these compositions
up to 10 GPa. At the 1:2 stoichiometry, the searches
converged to the hP12 structure discussed above. Best
2:3 structures with up to 2 formula units were found to
be metastable by at least 20 meV/atom at 0 GPa and
10 GPa. According to these calculations, it seems possi-
ble to obtain hP3-BaSn2 via the proposed high-pressure
route.

V. CONCLUSION

We have presented a new strong topological insula-
tor, BaSn2, composed of alternating stanene and barium
layers. HSE calculations reveal a bulk gap of 200meV,
which is considerable for a topological insulator. The sur-
face states are strongly dependent on termination and
surface chemistry. Our results demonstrate that high
quality surface states are possible though not given. At-
tempts at synthesis confirm that BaSn2 is a stable, low-
temperature phase, but rule out direct growth of single
crystals from liquid flux. Additional calculations suggest
an alternate route to single crystals may be possible via a
two-step, high-pressure synthesis. However, despite these
challenges, we feel the unique composition and large bulk
gap make BaSn2 a worthwhile target for further investi-
gation.
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